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Foreword from the Chair
GBSLEP is one of 38 Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) in England, delivering its core mission of
driving inclusive economic growth. Our unique ‘triple helix’ structure of bringing together public, private,
and academic leaders has helped unlock economic opportunities, improving the places where we work,
live, and visit. Our Delivery Plan for 2022-23 continues to build upon the work we have delivered for over
a decade, against a rapidly changing political and economic landscape.
The importance of delivering locally led and inclusive economic growth is even more important as we
emerge from an unprecedented pandemic and enter an unpredictable global political upheaval, with the
onset of the Russia-Ukraine war. At the same time our businesses and communities are adjusting to the
UK’s exit from the European Union. From rising energy prices to the cost of raw materials and interrupted
supply chains, our businesses and communities need our support more than ever.
As a Limited Company by Guarantee, GBSLEP is agile, responsive and flexible and works at speed to meet the needs of our
businesses. We evidenced this through our Step Forward Programme – our immediate package of help for SME businesses when
COVID-19 hit. This year’s Delivery Plan builds upon this work as we look to develop economic recovery whilst reacting to changing
circumstances. We will respond swiftly to the needs of our businesses and communities in the coming months as we continue to deliver
meaningful and tangible outcomes for them.
There is much to look forward to this year. Birmingham and the wider region will be hosting the Commonwealth Games – a once in a
lifetime chance for all of us to be part of a global event. We are committed to maximising the tremendous opportunities that the
Commonwealth Games is providing; from international investment to attracting new companies to relocate to the city region, to
enhancing opportunities for our SMEs and creating jobs for our residents.
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Foreword from the Chair
continued

At the same time, LEPs are undergoing a period of transition. The Levelling Up White Paper, which was published in February 2022,
stated the Government wants LEPs to integrate with Combined Authorities. For GBSLEP this means a closer working relationship with
the West Midlands Combined Authority and Mayor Andy Street. As we work out the details of what this may look like, we will continue to
deliver inclusive economic growth. We will engage in regular talks with the Mayor and Combined Authority, our colleagues at Coventry
and Warwickshire LEP and the Black Country LEP and key stakeholders, to agree a plan of action as we transition to a new structure
that best serves the interest of our communities and businesses. Against the backdrop of rising living and business costs, it is essential
we work together to create the best economic and social outcomes for all our communities. We will position ourselves as an integral part
of ‘Team West Midlands’ as we collectively continue creating the best economic and social opportunities for all our citizens.
As we are entering a period of transition, it is essential we manage our projects and priorities in an agile manner to respond to evolving
requirements and needs. The GBSLEP Board will therefore review this Delivery Plan on a quarterly basis to ensure that its purpose,
targets, commitments and ambitions are realistic and reflective of shifting political and economic forces. We pride ourselves on the
ability to be agile in our delivery work and will react in a timely manner to changing circumstances. This Delivery Plan also showcases
the breadth of our offering and capability when it comes to delivering inclusive economic growth.
Finally, I am looking forward to working with our Board who commit their time and expertise to regional development and to the
dedicated Executive Team who work tirelessly to fulfil GBSLEP’s mission of creating the best city region for everyone.

Anita Bhalla, interim Chair, GBSLEP
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Objectives of this Plan
This year’s Delivery Plan needs to be flexible and adaptable to respond to changing requirements and circumstances. Whilst GBSLEP will undergo a
process of transition and organisational change during this year, the Board and team are in full agreement regarding the importance of continued
focus on delivering outputs, outcomes and impact for the local area. This Delivery Plan therefore serves three specific objectives.

Articulate 2022-23 targets and commitments to be delivered in the Delivery Year, based on the resources we currently

know are available, to deliver inclusive and sustainable growth for the city-region.

Demonstrate the Impact of the work of the GBSLEP, its value to Team West Midlands, and its alignment with regional

strategies such as the WMCA’s Plan for Growth, and national strategic frameworks such as the Levelling Up White Paper. This is
particularly relevant in the context of the UK Government’s guidance for LEPs to be integrated into Mayoral Combined
Authorities.
Set out longer-term activity for GBSLEP to deliver. This includes activity that may start or continue into future years based on
known resources. GBSLEP will continue to be agile and fluid during this transition year in order to be in a strong position to
continue known activity and develop and deliver against future ambitions.
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Our operating environment
2022-23 is set to be another turbulent and challenging year for the world. The aftermath of the global pandemic and the war in the
Ukraine give rise to high inflation and concerns regarding supply and cost of energy and raw materials. Yet, we also have major
opportunities to exploit. The Commonwealth Games will put our fantastic city-region in the global spotlight and create a once-in-ageneration event that will inspire our young people to raise their aspirations and be proud of where they live. The progress of HS2 in the
meantime continues to be a catalyst for attracting investment and employment into the area.
For the GBSLEP, 2022-23 will be a year continuing to deliver sustainable and inclusive economic growth. It will also be year of transition, as
we progress the ‘integration’ with the West Midlands Combined Authority, as set out in the Government’s Levelling Up White Paper.
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Our Mission and Roles
GBSLEP’s Mission is:

Drive the Inclusive Economic Growth of the Greater Birmingham and Solihull area, creating jobs and increasing the quality
of life for all our residents.
In order to achieve our mission, GBSLEP has four main roles to play:

AGITATOR

ENABLER

Bringing together existing partners
and organisations to respond to shared
priorities. Our response to the pandemic
has shown our strength in bringing
stakeholders together to act swiftly and
decisively. This will continue to be key as we move
through turbulent times.

Acting as a voice for the GBSLEP area.
As more powers and funding are devolved to
WMCA and LAs, GBSLEP’s indepth local and
cross-sectoral intelligence will be key to
ensuring regional priorities
reflect the needs of local
businesses and
communities.

DELIVERY ORGANISATION

COMMISSIONER

Using our resources to invest in
priorities that support our mission.
Whilst new funding streams into the
GBSLEP are not yet known, we
continue to apply our experience and
expertise to manage pipeline development
and delivery of major Capital Programmes
such as the Birmingham Enterprise Zone,
and to manage our legacy capital
and revenue programmes.

Applying our expertise, experience and systems to
secure funding from the WMCA and/or others to develop
and/or deliver programmes, projects and activity where
the GBSLEP is the best placed to do so given our track
record, local intelligence and experienced team
resource.
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Our key performance indicators
To track performance of the economy, GBSLEP in 2016 set the long-term indicators set out below . They provide measures of progress and change
and where appropriate compare to other Core City economies. GBSLEP’s interventions are all designed to deliver against these KPI’s. Progress is
reported to the GBSLEP Board and Pillar Boards. After a strong upward trend before 2020, performance against a number of indicators has slowed
or even reversed. Given the changes to the economy in our city-region, and given the transition year for the GBSLEP, it is appropriate to review
these KPIs in 2022-23.
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline
Measure (2010)

Current
Performance

Movement in
last 12 months
(% of target)

Target

RAG rating
% progress
to target

Create 250,000 private sector jobs by 2030

633,600

820,632 (2020)

-5,857 (-2%)

883,600

75%

Increase GVA by £29bn by 2030

£42bn

£54.7bn (2019)

+£1.5bn (+5%)

£71bn

43%

Decrease unemployment to the UK average by 2020

2.7% gap

2.4% (2021)

+0.1% (+4%)

0% gap

11%

Have the lowest unemployment of LEP Core Cities by 2030

5.1% gap

3.7% (2021)

+0.3% (-7%)

0% gap

26%

Be the leading Core City LEP for GVA per head by 2030

£8,742 p/h gap

£4,135 (2019)

-£312 (+4%)*

£0 gap

53%

Increase the % of working age population with NVQ3+ to
national average by 2025

5.6% gap

3.4% (2020)

-0.9% (+16%)*

0% gap

40%

Key Performance Indicator

Baseline 2015

Increase GVA per hour (productivity rate) to national
average by 2030

£2,15 GVA per
hour gap

£2,69 (2019)

£0.08 (+1%)*

£0 gap

-25%

Leading Core City LEP for Quality of Life

5 out of 8

7 out of 8 (2021)

7 out of 8 (0%)

1 out of 8

-25%
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Impact in 2022-23

Employment

Skills

Place

Jobs created &
safeguarded.

Learners assisted
to NVQ3+.

New homes.

Jobs created for 16
to 29 years olds.

Training floorspace
created/
refurbished.

Apprenticeships created.

Increase in confidence
for
young
people
following employment.

Commercial floor
space
created/
refurbished.

New
training
courses designed.

Young
people
receiving careers
advice.

Community
events
supported.

Clean Growth
Reduce CO2
emissions.
Increase renewable
energy
consumption.

Young
people
engaged
in
community events.

Increase Green &
Blue spaces in city
centres.

Public
Realm
Improvements.

Homes retrofitted.

Businesses Supported
for growth.

Increase in confidence
for
young
people
following training.

Transport
provision.

Infrastructure

Private sector investment.

Private sector investment.

Private sector investment.

New cycle routes.

Supporting low carbon,
environmental
technology and green
incubators.
Private sector investment.
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Our Strategic Focus
Strategic Pillars:

Business and Innovation – Supporting business recovery and growth,
particularly in the sectors and clusters where GBSLEP has a real role for the
region, remains a primary focus. We do so through our Hub SME business
support activities, and through our growth clusters and sectors.
Skills and Employment – Closing the higher level attainment gap in our area
through targeted, employer-led interventions to improve skills and create
employment and apprenticeship opportunities.
Place-making – Stimulate thought leadership to catalyse inclusive, clean growth
in our City Centre and District Centres. Develop a pipeline of capital and revenue
activity to maximise impact of the Enterprise Zone, Regional Investment Fund
and legacy programmes.

Cross-cutting themes:

Clean Growth - Helping SMEs to pivot and adopt more sustainable business models and to reduce their energy consumption and carbon
footprint. This is critical in the face of accelerating climate change, rising energy cost and concerns about reliable energy supply.
Inclusive Growth - Collaborating with community partners to ensure growth opportunities reach all our diverse communities and businesses.
Young People - Working with young people, employers, training providers and third sector organisations to deliver programmes that give young
people the confidence and skills to build a career of their choice.
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Our piece of the Jigsaw
The part played by GBSLEP within Team West Midlands is vital and distinct. We will continue to deliver a service that complements what others in the
region deliver, and that is founded on our profound understanding of the businesses and communities within our geography.
I.
What we are:
Business-led partnership, based on a Triple Helix of industry, local government and Higher and Further Education
Built around cross-sectoral collaboration
Embedded in our local geography, with strong local relations and indepth understanding of our businesses and our communities
II.

How we work

We are an independent company, able to act with agility and speed to respond to emerging challenges.

Team

II.

What we do

• Galvanise speedy response to emergency situations
• Engaging in two-way relationships with the business community, sharing business intelligence to inform
the development and delivery of activity, projects and programmes.
• Setting up and running strong sector groups and industry-led clusters (eg Supertech)
• Providing Business Advice and Support to small and medium sized businesses through our Growth Hub,
Skills Hub and Sustainability Hub
• Offering Access to Finance support to Small and Medium sized Enterprises
• Offering a unique regional Intellectual Property offer in partnership with the Intellectual Property Office
(as the only region in the country)
• Engaging in Employer-led skills activity (e.g. flexible apprenticeships; Training Needs Analyses)
• Managing the Enterprise Zone programme, including pipeline development
• Developing and delivering Cultural Action Zones to reinvigorate local areas throughout the GBSLEP area.
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National Priorities
Alignmentwith
withGovernment
the Government’s
Alignment
Policy Priorities
The GBSLEP mission and strategic focus align very closely to the Government Levelling Up White Paper. As such, we will play an important part in the
delivery of the missions of the national Levelling Up agenda.
BOOST PRODUCTIVITY, PAY, JOBS, AND LIVING STANDARDS BY GROWING THE PRIVATE SECTOR
Mission 1 – living standards: GBSLEP delivers on this mission through the Business Support provided through the Growth Hub, Skills
Hub, and Sustainability Hub, through Cluster and Sector development and close engagement with business in the area.
Mission 2 – Research and Development: GBSLEP invest in innovation hubs including Tyseley Energy Park and Birmingham Health
Innovation Campus. We deliver Intellectual Property Support to SMEs looking to innovate. We support the provision of
start-up and grow-on laboratory space, and plan to delivery a region-wide programme of cross-sectoral innovation. We
engage with partners in the shaping of the West Midlands Innovation Accelerator.
Mission 3 Transport Infrastructure: We deliver on this mission through capital investments in the Enterprise Zone, and our Districts.
Mission 4 Digital Connectivity : GBSLEP supports the WM5G pilot for the West Midlands, and in actively supports SMEs to
exploit digital technology to drive their productivity, whilst remaining cyber-secure.
SPREAD OPPORTUNITIES AND IMPROVE PUBLIC SERVICES
Mission 6 - Skills: GBSLEP invest in facilities and sector specific initiatives to train young people and those already in the workforce to
have the higher-level skills needed by local employers to grow and thrive. The GBSLEP Skills and Apprenticeship Hub
creates apprenticeship, placement and employment opportunities with local employers for local people. We invest in the
Generation 22 project, giving disadvantaged young people the opportunity to engage in the Commonwealth Games.
RESTORE A SENSE OF COMMUNITY,LOCAL PRIDE AND BELONGING
Mission 8 Pride in Place: We deliver on this mission through investment in places that serve to (re)animate local centres and attract
footfall and investment, as well as through working with community partners to create skills and employment initiatives.
EMPOWER LOCAL LEADERS AND COMMUNITIES
Mission 12 - Local Leadership: Our business-led structure is based on representation of all parts of the Triple Helix, and we encourage
and support local leadership through our investment in cultural action zones and our engagement with local community
based partnerships such as Witton Lodge.
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Regional and Local Priorities
Alignment with regional and local policy
As part of Team West Midlands, GBSLEP interventions are aligned with kay regional and local priorities to ensure we achieve maximum impact from
collective effort and investment.
The WMCA’s Plan for Growth, sets out the region’s primary and emerging clusters. These align well with GBSLEP’s priority sectors. GBSLEP will
work with WMCA to ensure our existing industry led sector and cluster activity drives growth and success in the Plan for Growth clusters.
GBSLEP Priority Sector

Plan for Growth Primary Cluster

Plan for Growth Emerging Cluster

Low Carbon and Energy Technologies
Data Driven Health and Life Sciences
Creative Industries
Advanced Manufacturing - Food and Drink
Business, Professional and Financial Services

Modern and Low Carbon Utilities
HealthTech and MedTech
Creative Content Production and Gaming

Blue Infrastructure
Assistive Technology
5G adoption, Textiles and Fashion
Sustainable Food and Drink Packaging
Space technology, Edtech, Blockchain, ECommerce, Cyber security

Professional and Financial Services

Local Authority priorities agenda – GBSLEP supports Local Authorities deliver against local strategic priorities. Examples include
GBSLEPworking with all constituent Local Authorities to develop the Regional Investment Fund; GBSLEP working with Solihull MBC’s
Employment and Skills Board and its agenda, including careers advices and enterprise support; GBSLEP managing unspent Lichfield MBC
Additional Restrictions Grant funds for local skills and employment purposes; and investment in masterplanning in areas including Redditch,
Kidderminster and Bromgrove.
Birmingham City Council’s Levelling Up Strategy GBSLEP contributes to Birmingham’s Levelling Up Accelerators, including:
• The East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy– GBSLEP interventions and investments include the East Birmingham Cultural Action
Zone, the Dolphin Youth Centre and Tyseley Energy Park.
• Assist the most disadvantaged citizens – GSLEP’s Skills Hub, with help from the City Council’s transferred Apprenticeship Levy funds,
specifically supports and advises disadvantaged people to access, skills, apprenticeships and employment opportunities.
• Green and digital infrastructure – GBSLEP investments include Enterprise Zone projects such as Curzon Station and Ashted Circus
• At scale housing retrofit – GBSLEP works with the Council and other partners to deliver training and support in the area of retrofit and
sustainable construction across the area and including East Birmingham.
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Our 2022-23 commitments
Resources
During 2022-23, the GBSLEP will continue to focus on its key role of delivering against its mission. The ambitious commitments set out in the
next pages of this report are based on financial resources which are currently available, and on team resources currently in place.
Our key commitments are focused around:
Business and Innovation :
Providing Business Advice and Support to small and medium sized businesses in areas including Access to Finance, Skills, Energy
Efficiency and Export support
Setting up and running strong sector groups and industry-led clusters
Employment and Skills
Engaging in Employer-led skills activity
Careers advice and apprenticeship support
Creating work experience and employment opportunities, including in the Commonwealth Games 22.
Placemaking
Managing the Enterprise Zone programme, including pipeline development
Developing and delivering Cultural Action Zones to reinvigorate local areas throughout the GBSLEP area.
Flexibility: Team resources and budget may need to be diverted into new and more pressing priorities over the course of the delivery year.
These may relate to major local opportunities such as the Commonwealth Games, major global and regional economic challenges in relation to
the war in Ukraine, and the change and transition GBSLEP enters into further to the outcome of the Levelling Up White Paper and Devolution
Deal.
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Our 2022-23 commitments
Business and Innovation – Business Advice and Support
Supporting the businesses in our city-region, is a primary focus for GBSLEP. Our work in this area has expanded in 2021
and will continue to strengthen in 2022-23 as we support our SME community in particular, to mitigate against the
many operational challenges they continue to face, and to maximise opportunities coming to our area.
Activity
1 Growth Hub SME Business Support:
Information and signposting
Specialist advice: Access to Finance
Specialist advice: Intellectual Property
Specialist advice: sector specific
Scale-up Support
Targeted Inclusive Business Support
2 Skills SME Business Support:
Training Needs analysis
Referral to apprenticeships/placements and
relevant local training and skills provision

Status

Source

Confirmed (to 9/22)
Confirmed (to 9/22
------Proposed --------Confirmed (to 9/22)
Confirmed (to 9/22
Confirmed

ERDF/BEIS/GBSLEP
ERDF/BEIS/GBSLEP
GBSLEP/IPO
ERDF/BEIS/GBSLEP
ERDF/BEIS/GBSLEP
GBSLEP

Confirmed (to12/23)
Confirmed (to12/23)

3 Sustainability SME Business Support:
Low Carbon and Circular Economy Fund
Energy Savings and Business Efficiency Grant

Confirmed
Confirmed

4 Addressing the Labour Market Disconnect
Reverse mentoring
Employer recruitment and retention support

------Proposed --------Confirmed

ESF/GBSLEP
ESF/GBSLEP

Cross cutting theme

Impact
• Jobs created/saved
• Business Supported
for growth
• Business Finance
secured

• Jobs created/saved
• Apprenticeships
created
• Business Supported
for growth
• Reduce CO2
emissions
• Business Supported
for growth

GBSLEP

• Business supported
• Young people in
employment
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Our 2022-23 commitments
Business and Innovation – Clusters and Sectors
GBSLEP has the regional lead role for five high growth sectors in the Local Industrial Strategy. Of these, four are priority Clusters in the
WMCA Plan for Growth. We will continue to strengthen our industry-led cluster and sector leadership groups to raise the
performance and profile of these clusters, to attract investment and act as a catalyst for other sector growth in the city region.
Activity

Status

Source

Cross cutting theme

Impact

1 Business, Professional and Financial Services - Building on the widely acclaimed success of SuperTech, we continue to drive this cluster
through:
Supertech Cluster development
Serendip Financial Services cluster drive
Proftech branding and upscaling
Proptech Accelerator and hackathon
No-Code demand-led accelerator (CRF-funded)

Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed (to 7/23)

Supertech Accelerator

------Proposed ---------

GBSLEP
GBSLEP
GBSLEP
GBSLEP
Community Renewal
Fund/GBSLEP
GBSLEP

• Jobs created/saved
• Business Supported
for growth
• Innovation
Partnerships

2 Data Driven Health and Life Sciences – Working with SMEs in the sector, we continue to use our local business intelligence to drive the growth
of new and existing Health and Life Sciences businesses in our region through:
A programme of internationalisation events
Attracting a relevant regulator to the region
Deliver the medtech incubator pilot (lab space)
Evaluate the West Midlands Health Tech Cluster
Continue to engage SMEs in the sector
Future Opportunity programme

Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
------Proposed --------

GBSLEP
GBSLEP
GBSLEP
GBSLEP
GBSLEP
GBSLEP

• Jobs created/saved
• Business Supported
for growth
• Innovation
Partnerships
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Our 2022-23 commitments
Business and Innovation – Clusters and Sectors
GBSLEP has the regional lead role for five high growth sectors in the Local Industrial Strategy. Of these, four are priority Clusters in
the WMCA Plan for Growth. We will continue to strengthen our industry-led cluster and sector leadership groups to raise the
performance and profile of these clusters, to attract investment and act as a catalyst for other sector growth in the city region.
Activity

Status

Source

Cross cutting theme

Impact

3 Creative Industries and Culture - Using our cross-sectoral strategic advisory group and local intelligence to drive growth and employment in the
entire cultural and creative industries through commitments including:
WM Location and Production Services Pilot
Create Central Data Portal development
Low Carbon Support in the Creative Sector
Creative Sector Specialist support
Collaborative Innovation Brokerage programme

Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
------Proposed --------------Proposed ---------

GBSLEP
GBSLEP
GBSLEP
GBSLEP
GBSLEP

• Jobs created/saved
• Business Supported
• Innovation
Partnerships

4 Low Carbon and Energy Technologies: We engage our Low Carbon and Energy Technologies sector group in driving the work of the cluster and
input into the GBSLEP wider clean growth activities. Specific interventions in 2022-23 include:
Low Carbon and Circular Economy Fund
Energy Savings and Business Efficiency Grant
Clean Energy and Sustainability Accelerator
(Tyseley Energy Park)
Whole House Retrofit Pilot

Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
------Proposed ---------

GBSLEP
Growing Places Fund
Growing Places Fund
Growing Places Fund

• Jobs created/saved
• Business Supported
• Innovation
Partnerships
• CO2 emissions
reduced
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Our 2022-23 commitments
Business and Innovation – Clusters and Sectors

Activity

Status

Source

Cross cutting theme

Impact

5 Advanced Manufacturing : Food and Drink – Although this sector isn’t identified as a growth sector in the Plan for Growth, we will continue to
work with our industry panel and promote the importance of the sector in driving innovation, securing food and drink supply, contributing to
our net zero targets and creating employment. We will do so through:
Growth Hub specialist sector support
Low Carbon and Circular Economy Fund
Industry group response measures
Sustainable Packaging consortium

Confirmed (to 9/22)
Confirmed
------Proposed --------------Proposed ---------

GBSLEP/BEIS/ERDF
GBSLEP
GBSLEP
GBSLEP

• Jobs created/saved
• Business Supported
• Innovation
Partnerships

6 Foundational Sectors - Although not identified as generating high growth, foundational, high-employment sectors (e.g., hospitality, care, retail,
and construction) are key to generating sustained (entry-level to high-skilled) employment for our communities, and delivering against our Key
Performance Indicators and against the levelling up targets. As such, we support these sectors through general and bespoke interventions
including:
Growth Hub support –Advice and guidance
Skills Hub support – skills and apprenticeships;
advice on bespoke solutions to recruitment
Sustainability Hub support – decarbonisation
and guidance on reducing energy consumption

Confirmed (to 9/22)
Confirmed (to 12/23)

GBSLEP/BEIS/ERDF
GBSLEP/ESF

Confirmed (to 12/23)

Growing Places
Fund/GBSLEP

• Jobs created/saved
• Business Supported
• Innovation
Partnerships
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Our 2022-23 commitments
Employment and Skills
Improving our higher level skills attainment to the close the gap with the UK average, is a key strategic goal for GBSLEP. Through our
Employment and Skills Pillar Board, we focus on data-driven skills delivery, based on labour market intelligence and employer
demand.
Activity
1 Skills and Apprenticeship support
Training Needs Analysis
Apprenticeship Levy Transfer
Apprenticeship and placement referrals
Ladder for Greater Birmingham
Reverse Mentoring initiative
Generation 22 –opportunities for young people
to engage in the Commonwealth Games 22
2 Enterprise Zone Skills Coordination
Sector Skills Analysis for key sectors in the
Enterprise Zone to inform skills interventions.
Enterprise Zone Skills Coordination - create the
required talent pipeline and ensure local people
benefit from opportunities created.
3 GBS Young Person’s Jobs Fund
Wage subsidy for SMEs employing young people.
4 Young People and Clean Growth Fund
Projects include youth support, digital skills,
retrofit and (offsite) construction skills, work
experience and employer engagement

Status
Confirmed (to 12/23)
Confirmed
Confirmed (to 12/23)
------Proposed --------------Proposed --------Confirmed

Source
GBSLEP/ESF
Birmingham CC
GBSLEP/ESF
GBSLEP/ESF
GBSLEP
GBSLEP

Confirmed

Enterprise Zone

Confirmed

Enterprise Zone
management fee

In delivery

ESF/private sector

Contracting stage

Growing Places
Fund

Cross cutting theme

Impact
• Employer led skills
• Jobs created
• Apprenticeships
created
• Business Supported
• Careers advice

• Employer led skills
• Business supported
• Level 3+ skills
• Jobs for local
people
• Jobs created/saved
• Business Supported
• Employer-led skills
• Young people
engaged
• CO2 reduced
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Our 2022-23 commitments
Place-making
We apply our experience and expertise in the successful delivery and completion of major capital programmes, to
continue to manage the Enterprise Zone and provide thought leadership in the creation and management of successful
places. Interventions in this area include:
Activity

Status

Source

In delivery

Enterprise Zone

2 Local Growth Fund – Benefits realisation for
the 6 year, £208m programme.
Pipeline development for the recycled funds.

Benefits Realisation

Local Growth Fund

3 Getting Building Fund – Delivery and benefits
realisation of University Station and Precision
Health Technology Accelerator.

Funds in place

Getting Building
Fund

1 Birmingham Enterprise Zone
Develop capital and revenue project pipeline
Successful delivery of current projects
Skills coordination
Generating social and ‘green’ value
Design of the Regional Investment Fund

4 Thought Leadership
Towns and Local Centres Refresh
Work- and lab space study
Young People and places study
5 Cultural Action Zones - reanimate local
centres, drive footfall and grow business whilst
stimulating innovation in uses of High Street
space and citizen and community engagement

Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
------Proposed ---------

GBSLEP

GBSLEP
EZ

Cross cutting theme

Impact
• Commercial
floorspace
• Public realm
improved
• Transport
infrastructure
• New Homes
• Private Sector
Investment
• Jobs created/saved
• Green and Blue
spaces
• Commercial
floorspace
• (Young) people
engaged
• (Young) people
engaged
• Jobs created/saved
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GBSLEP outlook for 2022-23

Manage the transition into the new regional structure, in close
collaboration with Local Authorities, the Mayor and the
Combined Authority.

Manage resources in an agile manner to respond to evolving
requirements and circumstances. Review this Plan every 3 or 6
months.

Continue to focus on gathering, analysing and sharing local
business/cluster intelligence to inform strategic interventions.

Leverage existing resources (eg EZ) and seek new resources to
deliver strategic interventions, adding tangible value to
businesses and communities..

Strengthen alignment between Strategic Cluster and Sector
support, and programme delivery, particularly in the Growth,
Skills and Sustainability Hubs

Understand and respond to major current economic challenges,
including the labour market disconnect, inflation and the supply
and cost of energy and raw materials.
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